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Abstract 
 

Consumer metrics for analyzing the success of 
customer relationship management (CRM) are gaining 
increasing importance. CRM software packages have 
become commonplace. However, two major shortcomings 
exist. First, most software solutions are not offered as a 
web service on the Internet. Second, privacy restrictions 
need to be integrated into an overall framework of 
success indicators for consumer analysis. Whereas the 
first aspect can be addressed with standardized developer 
software for web services, the second must consider 
privacy legislation, privacy specifications on web sites 
(P3P), and data re-identification problems. To address 
these problems, we have developed a web service – called 
SIMT – that automatically adapts CRM indicators to an 
online retailer’s P3P policy. It is based on a declarative 
specification of privacy constraints, and syntactically 
extends P3P. This paper presents the prototype and 
describes how inference problems and legal restrictions 
have been addressed. The system has been tested on data 
from a large multi-channel retailer. 
  
1. Introduction 
 

Data mining for business planning and forecasting has 
become a common routine, particularly for online 
retailers. Mining techniques can help companies to better 
understand consumer behavior [20], improve customer 
segmentation [16], increase customer loyalty [9], enhance 
site navigation [14], or personalize web sites [24]. The 
analysis of consumer data is particularly relevant in e-
business, where companies can learn more about their 
customers through online interactions. A variety of tools 
exist known as CRM (customer relationship management) 
solutions to analyze such data [19]. It is expected that 
sales of CRM software will increase from $3.41 billion in 
2003 to $5.28 billion in 2006, of which the share of 
hosted, subscription-priced software offered by ASPs 
(application service providers) and systems integrators 
could increase from $533 million to $2.8 billion in the 
same time period [1].  

Though information is available about the business 
logic used in commercial CRM software, it has often been 
overlooked that the detailed analysis of user data may 
conflict with privacy laws [3] and web site privacy 
specifications (possibly coded as P3P policies [17]). 
Whereas a considerable amount of work already exists on 
how to formalize textual privacy policies [7] and how to 
implement privacy choices in current Internet technology 
[4], standards are still lacking for the integration of 
privacy policies into a company’s framework of consumer 
analyses. In particular, problems arising from data re-
identification (often referred to as triangulation or 
inference problems [21]), and conflicts between P3P and 
privacy legislation pose a challenge to CRM analytics. 
Our work supports companies in analyzing consumer data 
in a privacy-compliant way. After presenting related work 
in section 2, in section 3 we introduce CRM indicators 
that represent the business logic used in our prototype. 
Section 4 introduces the data types and their functional 
relations that are necessary to calculate these indicators. 
Section 5 outlines how the consideration of inference 
problems and privacy legislation can be integrated into the 
analytics framework. The specification of constraints 
arising from these sources is formulated as an extension to 
P3P. Finally, section 6 presents the prototype that, given a 
set of privacy constraints, selects the CRM indicators that 
are allowed to be calculated. 
 
2. Related work 
 

Related work comes from the areas of web user and 
web usage analysis and from the area of data privacy. 
These fields are closely related and have been discussed 
thoroughly (cf. [2]). 
 
2.1. Web analyses and CRM indicators 
 

OLAP and mining techniques are typically used to 
analyze data from consumer interactions. Two broad types 
of data can be differentiated. Web user data is information 
provided by site visitors. Visitors actively disclose these 
data when they purchase, register, or fill out forms on a 
web site. Demographic data can be added to web user data 



to generate more detailed user profiles. Web usage data is 
passively recorded. It is stored in a user web log and 
provides information about users’ clickstream behavior.  
Both types of data can be combined to derive more 
detailed information about consumers. Analyses on web 
user and usage data are often referred to as web metrics or 
CRM indicators [9, 23]. Mining techniques such as 
association rule mining, clustering, classification, or 
sequential pattern analysis are applied to analyze web 
data. Examples are the micro-conversion rates of [15] and 
the e-metrics of [9]. Others are demographic indicators 
like the “number of customers per zip code” or best 
customer metrics like “monetary value” (a customer’s 
total spending on a site minus costs in a given period). In 
[23], [14] and [22], new web usage indicators for multi-
channel retailers have been presented. In [6], web usage 
analysis has been extended by adding demographic and 
purchase data to obtain detailed user profiles. These and 
other indicators have been implemented in the SIMT 
prototype. 
 
2.2. Privacy concerns 
 

Consumers are highly concerned about companies’ use 
of personal information [13]. Legislative regulation is one 
approach to address these concerns. Many countries have 
adopted privacy laws regulating the use of personal 
information collected on the Internet [3]. In the EU, the 
Privacy Directive [11] and its extension for electronic data 
[12] regulate the use of such data. For example, they 
stipulate that web usage logs of different services may not 
be combined. Furthermore, user profiles are only 
permissible if pseudonyms are used. In addition to 
governmental regulations, a more industry-driven, self-
regulating approach to privacy protection has been 
proposed. The predominant industry-supported approach 
to privacy protection is the Platform for Privacy 
Preferences (P3P) by the W3C [17]. It provides web site 
managers with an XML standard disclosing how sites 
intend to collect, use, and distribute personal information 
about site visitors. The current P3P adoption rate is 
growing steadily and has reached 30% on the top 100 web 
sites [10]. The use of P3P by itself does not constitute 
compliance with the EU Data Protection Directive, though 
it can be an important part of an overall compliance 
strategy [17].  

P3P provides a data schema built from a number of 
data elements, which are specific DATA items a service 
might collect. The description of the PURPOSE element 
requires site owners with P3P policies to explain and 
disclose the purpose of data collection for each data item 
that has been collected. Furthermore, P3P specifies the 
RECIPIENT element. It requires that if data is released to 

third parties, then that sharing must be disclosed in the 
P3P policy for each data item. 

P3P helps companies express a clear policy towards 
consumers that describes how data may be collected, used, 
and shared. However, P3P is characterized by an “atomic” 
focus through its separate description of different 
combinations of (DATA, PURPOSE, RECIPIENT). 
This may lead to problems when data are combined, e.g. 
when CRM indicators are calculated.  
 
2.3. Inference problems  
 

A major problem that has not yet been addressed in 
P3P specifications are inferences from data that are re-
combined after collection. Inference problems occur if a 
person can be identified uniquely once enough profile 
data is available about that person. For example, Sweeney 
[21] was able to identify 12% of 54,805 voters in 
Cambridge, US based on their birth dates, 29% based on 
birth date and gender, 69% based on birth date and 5-digit 
zip code, and 97% based on birth date and 9-digit zip 
code. An example of privacy threats in CRM analytics 
systems has been given in [5], where metrics have been 
described to point out data attributes that could be critical 
to consumer privacy. Further inference problems are 
inherent in an analytics system. In addition to identified 
inference problems, there is also a theoretical risk that 
future inferences may impact a company’s internal 
analytics framework. A detailed summary of approaches 
addressing this problem can be found in [2], where 
privacy-preserving mining approaches have been 
differentiated.  
 

In summary, certain purposes are allowed in the 
analysis of certain data, and the data may be used towards 
this purpose by certain recipients. 

This basic relational framework of P3P, however, is 
insufficient to account for inferences that may substitute 
certain data. Regardless of whether their use was 
permitted or not, data are available or not, and for each 
indicator, certain data are required. Legal regulation may 
restrict data usage. These relations constitute the problem 
specification for SIMT (see figure 1). 
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Figure 1. Problem Specification 



3. SIMT data types and relations 
 

We distinguish between data the indicator computation 
is working on (input data) and data the process is working 
with (process data). The input data is formed by the web 
log and web user data (such as purchase, socio-economic, 
geographic, and other data), together with the privacy 
policy the enterprise has adopted. Physically, this policy 
consists of the P3P file. The process data is the business 
logic that defines the whole analysis process. 
 
3.1. Input data 
 

The input data describe the data items, purposes, 
recipients in figure 1 as well as the relations between 
them. The input data consists of three sets: The set of 
basic data elements D, the set of purposes P and the set of 
recipients R. These are the same entities as those defined 
in P3P. Note that all these sets are enumerable: 
D = {user, thirdparty, business, dynamic} with every 
element again a set of data, as it is defined in [17]. Note 
that D can be extended by the issuer of the policy. 
Furthermore we define for further use Dset which is formed 
by sets of elements of D. 

P is the set of the twelve purposes as defined for the 
PURPOSE element, and R is the set of the six possible 
values for the RECIPIENT element. These two sets  are 
not extensible. 

The P3P STATEMENT establishes a relation between 
elements belonging to these three groups by assembling 
the DATA, the PURPOSE and RECIPIENT elements. 
 
3.2. Process data 
 

The SIMT framework introduces two new data entities 
for the process data. The first is the set of indicators I 
which is formed by all indicators that can be calculated 
from the present data. This set is fixed and not user-
extensible. The second entity is the availability  A = {true, 
false}. A indicates whether an instance of data is 
physically stored in the enterprise and can be made 
available to the analysis process. Note that this availability 
is defined purely technically. No privacy aspects are 
considered at this point. 
 
3.3. Functional data relations 
 

The functional data describe the relation between the 
availability, the indicators and the data items in figure 1. 
Before analyzing the functional relations between the 
different data, we introduce our notation of functional 
relationship [18]. A function f is a triple (∆f, Ωf, Ρf), 

formed by a domain ∆f, a range Ωf and a relation Ρf, the 
function graph. This function graph has to be injective, i.e. 
there are no two pairs (a, b1) ∈ Ρf and (a, b2) ∈ Ρf with b1 
≠ b2. The function f maps the argument value x to the 
result value y if the pair (x, y) is part of the function 
graph: (x, y) ∈ Ρf. A given function f = (∆f, Ωf, Ρf) is 
called partial if π1(Ρf) ⊂ ∆f, where π1 is the projection 
defined as π1(A × B) = A1. Otherwise, i.e. if π1(Ρf) = ∆f, f 
is called total. 
 

Every statement in a given policy is an implicit 
function definition of a function h as: h: D × R × P → 
{allowed}.  The co-domain of this implicit function is the 
one-element set {allowed}. This function is (usually) 
partial as not all purposes are allowed to everyone for all 
the data. In the following, we will totalize h by defining k 
as k(x) = h(x) if x ∈ Ρh and k(x) = {not allowed} 
otherwise. k is total. 
 

Example: Consider a statement as a fragment of a P3P 
file such as the following excerpt from Example  4.1 in 
[17]: 
 
  ... 
  <STATEMENT> 
    <PURPOSE><individual-decision 
     required="optout"/></PURPOSE> 
    <RECIPIENT><ours/></RECIPIENT> 
    <RETENTION><stated-purpose/></RETENTION> 
    <DATA-GROUP> 
      <DATA ref="#user.name.given"/> 
      <DATA ref="#dynamic.cookies">...</DATA> 
    </DATA-GROUP> 
  </STATEMENT> 
  ... 

 
This fragment defines the following elements of  Ρh: 

( (user.name.given, ours, individual-decision), allowed ) 
( (dynamic.cookies, ours, individual-decision), allowed ) 
 

There are two more functions that establish relations: 
The function requiredfor: D × I → {true, false} defined on 
the data D and the the indicators I states whether a data 
item is used within the calculation of an indicator. The 
function isavailable: D → A indicates whether a given 
data item is available. By definition, isavailable(<>) = 
true where <> indicates “no data”. 
 

Implementation note: As all the sets are enumerable, 
these functions k, requiredfor and isavailable can be 
defined “point for point” for all elements. They are 
deterministic. Extensions of D require an extension of all 
three function graphs. 

 
                                                 
1 analogously: π2(A × B) = B 



4. Restrictions to Data Analysis 
 

Given the set of all possible analyses, the subset 
“executable analyses” is the set of all the analyses that can 
be executed. We define an analysis as an indicator. So,     
I ⊇ Iexecutables = t(I)  where the function t selects all the 
executable indicators from I (t acts as a filter). This 
section will provide the definition of t: I → I. 
 

Whether a given indicator i ∈ I is executable or not 
depends on two requirements: Its execution has to be 
possible in a technical way and its execution must be 
allowed. Moreover, considering an implementation of the 
SIMT framework, it is reasonable the check in this order 
because the check for technical requirements is usually 
simpler. 
 

The technical requirements are (i) the presence of the 
definition of this indicator (the implementation has to 
know how to calculate it) – we presume that this is always 
guaranteed – and (ii) the presence of the data that is 
needed for its calculation, i.e. isavailable(dj)=true ∀dj: 
requiredfor(dj, i)=true.  
The restrictions imposed by the privacy policy are 
expressed by k. The execution of an indicator i is allowed 
if k(dj, r, p)=allowed ∀dj: requiredfor(dj, i)=true   where 
r∈R and p∈P have to be specified by the analyst. 
 

There is no fixed relation between purpose and 
indicator, as the calculation of a given indicator can have 
multiple purposes. The lack of such relations is a serious 
problem for the privacy-compliant analysis of consumer 
data. Even if a company has correctly specified PURPOSE 
and RECIPIENT for each data item, privacy rules for 
indicators combining data items with different usage 
specifications need to be defined. 
 

We therefore define t, the filter for the executable 
indicators, as a composition of functions already known 
(<> is “no indicator”): 
 

t(i)= 

i if (isavailable(dj)=true) 
 ∧ k(dj, r, p)=allowed 
 ∀ dj: requiredfor(dj, i)=true 
 
<> otherwise  

 
In this consideration, we have assumed that a company 

stores its data with attribute names and level of 
aggregation as defined by the P3P base data schema. In 
real systems, this assumption is usually not fulfilled. 
Additional matching has to be done and aggregation or 
disaggregation of data. But as this is only a question of 

naming and storing, it has no impact on the theoretical 
process of decision making. 
 
4.1. Impact of data inference on decision making 
 

We define an inference as a function s: Dset → D. If 
there is an inference, then we can write s( {d1, d2, …, dn} ) 
= dn+1 with di ≠ dj ⇔ i ≠ j. The existence of inferences is a 
problem for the decision whether an indicator can be 
calculated or not. In particular, there is a problem for  Ρh. 

Consider two data items for which the same restrictions 
for purpose and recipient apply: (d1, r1, p1) and (d2, r1, p1). 
Moreover, there is an inference so that s({d1,d2})=d3. For 
d3, the following purpose limitation applies: (d3, r1, p3). 
Consider an indicator that the recipient r1 wants to use for 
the purpose p1 that requires the data d3. Calculating this 
indicator by d3 directly is prohibited by the P3P policy if 
the desired purpose is different from the allowed purpose 
(p1 ≠ p3). However, calculating the indicator from d1 and 
d2 is possible. Thus, inferences may bypass privacy 
restrictions.   

The site user who accepted the policy is not protected 
against this violation of his privacy preferences – unless 
he employs a user agent that (i) is aware of this inference 
possibility and (ii) extends the usage restriction to also 
cover inferred data. 

To achieve this goal, we propose an extension to P3P. 
Additional elements can be included into a policy by the 
element EXTENSION as defined in [17]. 

We suggest an unordered list of inference statements. 
Each INFERENCE statement consists of the data that can 
be inferred if a given set of data is present. A human-
readable explanation can be added within the 
CONSEQUENCE-element.  

From a given premise, it may be possible to conclude n 
consequences. This is expressed as n separate 
INFERENCE statements, each with an atomic 
consequence. In addition, one may want to express  an 
inference possibility like “if d1 and (d2 or d3) are given, 
then it is possible to infer d4”. This may be split into two 
statements: “if d1 and d2, then d4” and “if d1 and d3, then 
d4”. However, the introduction of the connector OR in 
addition to AND makes the formulation and reading of 
inferences easier for human users.  

DATA-GROUPs can be placed within one of these 
elements to express logical relations between them. The 
following fragment shows an example. 
 
... 
<EXTENSION optional="no"> 
 
<INFERENCES xmlns="http://cleo.wiwi.hu- 
 berlin.de/simt/extensions"> 
 
  <INFERENCE> 



    <CONSEQUENCE> If the zip code and the birth 
     date are known, the home address can be 
     reconstructed. </CONSEQUENCE> 
    <GIVEN> 
      <AND> 
        <DATA-GROUP> 
          <DATA ref="#user.home-info. 
           postal.country"/> 
          <DATA ref="#user.home-info. 
           postal.stateprov"/> 
          <DATA ref="#user.home-info. 
           postal.postalcode"/> 
          <DATA ref="#user.bdate"/> 
        </DATA-GROUP> 
      </AND> 
    </GIVEN> 
 
    <INDUCED> 
      <DATA-GROUP> 
        <DATA ref="#user.home-info. 
         postal.street"/> 
      </DATA-GROUP> 
    </INDUCED> 
  </INFERENCE> 
 
  <INFERENCE> 
    <CONSEQUENCE> The international telephone 
     code can be reconstructed from the name of 
     the country, and vice versa.</CONSEQUENCE> 
    <GIVEN> 
      <OR> 
        <DATA-GROUP> 
          <DATA ref="#user.home-info. 
           postal.country"/> 
        </DATA-GROUP> 
        <DATA-GROUP> 
          <DATA ref="#user.home-info. 
           telecom.telephone.intcode"/> 
        </DATA-GROUP> 
      </OR> 
    </GIVEN> 
 
    <INDUCED> 
      <DATA-GROUP> 
        <DATA ref="#user.home-info. 
         postal.country"/> 
        <DATA ref="#user.home-info. 
         telecom.telephone.intcode"/> 
      </DATA-GROUP> 
    </INDUCED> 
  </INFERENCE> 
 
</INFERENCES> 
 
</EXTENSION> 
... 

 
User agents should parse these inferences. If different 

purpose-levels and user-levels are defined for data which 
is subject to inferences, the user agent should choose the 
most restrictive (i.e. the most privacy preserving) level. 
To allow this, an order of restrictiveness has to be 
established manually on the twelve purposes and the six 
recipient entities (as defined in the P3P specification), as 
these are only nominally scaled. 

As this extension adds further restrictions to the policy, 
it is mandatory. 

According to the W3C specification of P3P we define 
an INFERENCES-extension using the ABNF notation of 

[8]. For simplicity, we abstain from an XML schema 
definition, even though a loss of flexibility has to be 
accounted for. 
 
inferences = "<INFERENCES>" 1*inference 
"</INFERENCES>" 
 
inference =  "<INFERENCE>" 
             consequence 
             given 
             induced 
             "</INFERENCE>" 
 
given =      "<GIVEN>" logical "</GIVEN>" 
 
induced =    "<INDUCED>" data-group "</INDUCED>" 
 
logical =    or_set | and_set 
 
or_set =     "<OR>" ((1*data-group)|logical) 
             "</OR>" 
and_set =    "<AND>" ((1*data-group) | logical) 
             "</AND>" 
 
 

4.2. Coding legal restrictions in a P3P policy 
 

As we have pointed out in section 2.2, laws may 
impose additional restrictions on using data. These 
restrictions are usually independent of recipient and 
purpose (e.g., EU Privacy Directive [12]). Whereas the 
STATEMENTs in a policy file allow using the data within 
the specified borders, legal specifications always restrict 
uses. A priori, one can say that any legal restriction can be 
coded in a P3P policy by listing all allowed uses. Thus, 
the missing uses are prohibited. But this realization does 
not respect the simultaneity restriction: Consider two data 
d1 and d2 that can be used by a given recipient r1 for a 
given purpose p1. These separate uses are allowed by the 
laws and so may be listed in a P3P policy. But combining 
(i.e. simultaneous use) the same data for the same purpose 
is not allowed. This restriction cannot be coded by a P3P 
policy. Thus we suggest the introduction of a new element 
LEGAL that restricts combined usage in order to remedy 
this lack of P3P. 

Within the LEGAL-element several RESTRICTION-
elements can be specified. Each RESTRICTION can have 
four attributes; the introduction of additional attributes or 
values needs to be discussed. The ISSUER-attribute 
specifies the name of the legal authority who codified the 
restriction, the LAW-attribute contains the name (possibly 
shortened) of the legal norm which is the origin for this 
restriction. The values of both of them are human-
readable strings. The FOR-attribute indicates the region 
the site user must belong to for this restriction to be 
applied. Possible values are comma-separated 
combinations of “all”, “EU”, and the ISO-country 
abbreviations such as “US” for the United States of 
America, “GB” for the United Kingdom, or “DE” for 
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Germany. The default value is “all”. Finally, the non-
value attribute “viceversa” summarizes the repetition of 
the same restriction with reversed WHILE and DONT-
elements: 
 
 <RESTRICTION viceversa> 
  <WHILE> A  </WHILE> 
  <DONT>  B  </DONT> 
 </RESTRICTION> 
 

is equivalent to: 
 
 <RESTRICTION> 
  <WHILE> A  </WHILE> 
  <DONT>  B  </DONT> 
 </RESTRICTION> 
 <RESTRICTION> 
  <WHILE> B  </WHILE> 
  <DONT>  A  </DONT> 
 </RESTRICTION> 
 

Within the RESTRICTION-element, a 
CONSEQUENCE-element can be defined, as it is defined 
in the P3P specification and also used for the extension by 
INFERENCE. 

The main elements are WHILE and DONT. Both of 
them contain a single DATA-GROUP with one or more 
DATA-elements. It is not allowed to use all the DATA in 
the DONT-element concurrently with the DATA in the 
WHILE-element. As this extension adds further 
restrictions to the policy that cannot be ignored, it is a 
mandatory extension. 

The following fragment shows an example of the P3P 
extension using the LEGAL-element. For reasons of space, 
we do not show a formal XML definition. 
 

<LEGAL> 
  <RESTRICTION 
   issuer="European Commission" 
   law="EU Privacy Directive" 
   for="EU" 
   viceversa> 
    <CONSEQUENCE> Using information about site 
     usage is not allowed to be combined with  
     identifiable personal user data. 
    </CONSEQUENCE> 
     
    <WHILE> 
      <DATA-GROUP> 
        <DATA ref="#user.name"/> 
      </DATA-GROUP> 
    </WHILE> 
    <DONT> 
      <DATA-GROUP> 
        <DATA ref="#dynamic.clickstream"/> 
        <DATA ref="#dynamic.http"/> 
      </DATA-GROUP> 
    </DONT> 
  </RESTRICTION> 
</LEGAL> 

 
As the same legal restrictions apply for a large variety 

of websites, mechanisms to include a set of referenced 
legal restrictions hosted by a trusted provider (e.g. 
governmental authorities) should be developed as well. 
 
5. Prototype description 
 

Figure 2 summarizes the processes within the 
framework, including the successive data exchanges and 
actions between the involved participants. Restrictions are 
marked by dashed arrows. The analysis provider’s task 
“identifying inferences and blocking indicators” is both an 
action and a restriction. For each exchange, its format is 
noted in an exemplary form. Inter-unit exchanges rely on 
standardized protocols and data description formats. Note 
that the SIMT framework includes the extensions for legal 
restrictions and inference problems. 

 
 

  
 

Figure 2. The SIMT framework 



We have implemented a prototype based on the SIMT 
framework – the SIMT Analysis Tool. This last section is 
reserved for a (non-complete) technical description of the 
prototype. 

The SIMT Analysis Tool has three specification 
phases. Currently, the specification has to be done 
manually. Future releases will support automated data 
retrieval and policy parsing. In each of the three phases, 
the analyst is told her specific task. Input errors are 
directly reported. 

The first phase is the specification of the data the 
enterprise has stored: data availability is defined here. The 
data is grouped into five categories: Web Log Data (such 
as cookies, session IDs and pre-processed web log 
sessions), Marketing Data (e.g., demographics per zip 
code), Order Data (like clear-text name, pseudonymous 
ID, address, street), Registration Data (name, e-mail 
address, product preferences) and finally Site Services 
(store locator, inventory check). This list can be adapted 
and enlarged according to the specific needs of retailers. 
The second phase is the specification of the P3P privacy 
policy that applies to the data specified in the first step. 
The third phase is the selection of the analysis time frame 
and the desired indicators. A list of 52 indicators is 
presented. These indicators were grouped into eight 
categories. The indicators are a selection of several 
sources, including the life cycle metrics of [9], the micro- 
conversion rates of [15], the multi-channel metrics of [22], 
additional analytics of [14] and others. The user interface 
only shows those indicators that can be executed 
according to the data and privacy restrictions. Other 
indicators are disabled and displayed in grayish color. The 
time frame (time interval of analysis) can be typed directly 
or chosen from a calendar control. Once an indicator has 
been chosen, a set of three output formats are proposed 
depending on the indicator: output as HTML, as XML, 
and as an image. Images are generated dynamically using 
standard classes of the .NET Framework. The analyst can 
handle this image like all other images – she can save it, 
copy it etc. Image formats (PNG, GIF, JPEG, BMP, TIFF, 
etc.), colors and, fonts can be freely configured. The 
direct streaming avoids problems with asynchronous page 
request, image generation, and image request. Moreover, 
there are no problems with temporary files. During our 
analyses, no time lags were detected. The image 
generation “on-the-fly” does not slow down the output 
flush. 

Figure 3 shows a screen-shot of the SIMT Analysis 
Tool user interface (phase 3 of the specification process). 
In the background you can see a part of the indicators 
choice list with some of them disabled: 

 

Cumulative Customers (%) 

Figure 3. SIMT Analysis Tool: Image generation 
output and indicators choice list with time frame 
selection 
 

The SIMT Analysis Tool is a web-based application 
written in C# in Microsoft .Net. The web server 
dynamically generates web pages to interact with the 
analyst who is not required to install additional client 
software. All browser types are supported – as long as 
they support clientside ECMAScript (JScript or 
JavaScript). 

Two databases are involved in the analysis process: 
The first is an MS Access database providing the 
complete pre-processed web log data to be analyzed. The 
second is a MS SQL Server database that holds the 
process data.  
 

According to the P3P Guiding Principles [17], 
measures have been taken to implement mechanisms for 
protecting any information that is transferred from the 
analyst to the tool and vice versa. HTTP over a high SSL 
encryption is used as trusted protocol for the secure 
transmission of data. Restrictive session timeouts prevent 
from abusing foreign sessions. Analysts have to log on 
with a personal password and temporary session cookies 
to prevent other analysts from “stealing” a session. 
 

The system has been tested on data from a large 
European multi-channel retailer. The company operates an 
e-shop and a network of more than 6000 retail shops in 
over 10 European countries. The retailer sells more than 



10,000 consumer electronic products both online and 
offline. We used transaction information from 13,653 
customers who made 14,937 transactions over a period of 
8 months in 2001/02.  Furthermore, web usage data from 
the same time period has been analyzed. Demographic 
data based on zip codes has been purchased and added to 
the database. Transaction data were anonymized.  

The application of the SIMT framework on an online 
retailer’s consumer data pointed out privacy problems in a 
real-world context. Potential inference problems and 
legislative privacy implications were identified and could 
be addressed within the SIMT framework. The company’s  
feedback was helpful to select important CRM indicators 
for measuring online success. 
 
6. Conclusion 
 

A framework for deploying web metrics has been set 
up and tested on data from a large retailer. We have 
determined the different data types that are involved in 
consumer data analysis and established the functional 
relations between them. An automated way of filtering 
business indicators according to privacy restrictions has 
been presented. Due to our proposed extensions of the 
P3P specification, it is now possible to code both data 
inferences and legal usage restrictions. 

Further research has to be done before the proposed 
extensions can be included into the P3P specification. We 
envision that service providers will propose different 
privacy policies for their customers from which they can 
choose one according to their desired privacy level. A 
matching and combination of service provider’s policies, 
site-user-defined P3P preferences, and legal restrictions 
will help to protect the customer’s informational self-
determination.  
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